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1800h
@Germaine

Empire v kingdom, Social mortar, real vs unreal
Empire vs kingdom
Marriage supper of the Lamb is the Three Amino Acids, activating your cells and moving into Inner Kingdom.
How it applies to social mortar.

IK, OK, MK: can also have a kingdom in an empire, but cant have an empire in a kingdom.

Empire is not social mortar unless Bob explains social mortar.

Bert: Empire stuff started with Nebuchadnezzar

0m
Bert: empires are holograms and dynasties in ring 11 of angel diagram.

What is a hologram depends on if you’re in the middle of it or presenting it.

If they can’t hear you, there is no social mortar. If they hear but misunderstand it, then it’s unsocial mortar.

Hologram is perspective you’re engaging that may or may not be real, like MSNBC which is not real.

@Jean
20230812 PD:
Bob: when you talk about kingdom and empire, you’ve got your 3 Kingdoms. That’s what you work with to
make your kingdom. Their directional movements will master the surfing of that interplay.
Marriage supper of the lamb is 3 new amino acids.

3 kingdoms are directional movements like OAM and 14DOF.
Conjure of Sacrifice reminds you of how close or far you are to the eye of the hurricane.

6m
We’re in a hologram, but the real hologram is coming forth.
It’s like the redneck holodeck in Squidbillies. His dreams came to pass. He thought PC Beach was real.
Sometimes can use redneck holodeck hologrammy to see what kind of a reality you can have. Can see what
the capacity might include.



9m
You’ve heard stuff but don’t know what ascension is.
How to receive ascension: talk to Bob, take formulas, engage NP.

Eg. Look at lamestream media about Trump and Biden.
J Parlor podcast mentioned Trump as viceroy of the world.
Others are saying Trump for King forever.
Is it real or not real? Doesn't really matter. Once it enters the AM, now it’s in play. Conspiracies become true.
Conspiracies are the redneck holodeck. Reality makes the redneck holodeck true.
Human thought is the delineation between real / false, hot / cold, up / down. Thought is where are you in the
proximity of it.

If Carolyn can’t say what she wants, she won’t say anything. Won’t acknowledge anything outside the
redneck holodeck (hologram) that she doesn’t enjoy. Any contrast just goes away or she makes a little shift
and it gets better.

Maui fire and Bob's Cold Play announcement
17m
@Bert
Maui
FEMA.
It’s about the angels and aliens but they’re blaming it on many other things.
FEMA director arrested.

21m
Bob explains August 8, his cold play announcement and the angels attacking Maui.
Angels took lava from core of earth and started zapping Maui to get to Bob.

23m
What does the government think they know about Maui?
Angels still trying to get Bob.

Redneck holodeck of something you’re seeing, like how do you get a fire that’s 1330º that burns aluminum
but not houses.
The ash on the ground is reality.
Barbara Ann telling Bob is social mortar.

There’s no real FEMA, they’re just puppets.

28m
@Jean
What about how they were preparing for emergency in advance?
They knew. Just like it’s already been leaked about the devastation from hurricane Adelia.

30m
@Bert
TikTok: Marines neutralized the FEMA convoy that was fleeing convoy area, two days after the fire.
FEMA are nephilim for the angels.



Angels wanted everyone looking at other causes to blame: HAARP, DEWs, Soros, etc.
The reality is that this world is burning, you’re going to see it.

34m
Angels are cause of the fires and extreme weather around the world. Angels monitor all Bob’s
communications.

@Susana
This is the beginning of the fire that will consume the earth.

Fire on Maui cleans up the riffraff.
Natives now saying they don’t want to be the 50th state. But they’re all on welfare.

Fires are about getting more carbon.
Al2SO4 is shifting more and more.

Trump cases and viceroy
38m
14th Amendment
They’ve run the viceroy Trump down the mountain, made him look bad.
Trump will win election from the courthouse.
There won’t be an election.
If these cases don’t succeed, they have nothing left to throw at Trump.
Trump is already working on his own pardon.
Sidney Powell.
Now Trump team want speedy trial because if Sidney proves RICO doesn’t stand, then all the other cases
collapse.

1900h
Now that Trump got arrested, blacks love him.

There won’t be an election, but an insurrection. Pistol packing grannies.
It’s not a democracy. It’s a democratic republic, but now they lost the republic part.
People are fed up with the mandates and other bullshit.
The incorporated part of the republic has fallen, the part that can print money. Republic money had to be
gold backed.
Trump is still commander in chief because he notified Crown Inc in executive order that the gig is up.

Marines, FEMA, angels in Maui
4m
@Susan
Marines that attacked FEMA convoy, burying bodies.
They broke away because they’re under Trump, not federal government.

People are taking their autonomy since the government has failed. Shooting each other.
You’re being numbed by social media ecology to where nothing matters anymore, even tanks rolling down



the street.
All power and authority has been defunded. Police have no jurisdiction. Judges has no stay.
The inmates are running the asylum. You can’t gauge anything, can’t tell democrat from republican. They
know it’s over and can’t do anything about it.

The blacks that want Trump to be king know what’s really going on, the Fed gov’t failed them.

9m
@Linda
Did marines kill resident of Lahaina?
Yes. Everyone who went up to Lahaina Luna

@Jean
Marines killed the citizens.
Marines exposed FEMA as nephilim.
If Trump does anything in CAPS, run it back through the Qanon messages.
Q is still posting.

13m
Why did marines kill Lahaina people?
Because they’re mostly nephilim (angel bloods).

Angels blocked the road.

14m
@Bert
TikTok: marines working for CIA, government reset.
It’s going to be an un-civil war this time.
460 kids dead.
760 total. The rest are non-human.

17m
@Susana
There should be more grief-stricken people. But the parents are dead too.

LEAG / Tech Body is censoring Lahaina residents.

19m
@Linda
All property in Lahaina has been taken by immanent domain. Residents own nothing.

It’s in Bob’s hologrammy, then it becomes others reality.

Pele god abandoned Hawaii and Bob took over Maui. Now they have lightning hitting beaches.

23m
Who commanded the Maui emergency proclamation before the fire?
Biden under the smart city agenda.



25m
@Susana
Derailment in East Palestine. They just paved over the problem and people are getting sick.
They moved on to a bigger target: Maui. Then Florida.

26m
@Linda
Fires in Ashland. Same thing as Lahaina, Canada, midwest, Louisiana fires.

@Jean
2 sets of aliens, 3 sets of angels: Lucifer, Michael, Gabriel legions.
Lucifer looking for the dark soul. He wants to win. The other 2 want to settle the war in heaven so we can go
home, so they’re working out armageddon.

Jane Halper stating that Trump is commander in chief. She works for DoD task force that was ordered by
Trump.
You don’t hear about the Pentagon anymore. That’s the tell.
Halper is leaking that USA is under military rule.
That’s why iON says to have rations to eat for 3 weeks to a month because they’re going to shut it out to see
who is going to fight.
Idiots are making sense and smart people looking like idiots.

31m
More people are seeing what we see on iON&BOB.
No one quotes the Washington Post anymore.

32m
Aliens getting resources from core of earth
Lot of positive (not negative) lightning strikes that go to the earth. That’s the connecting, the shifting.

Misc topics
@Susana
Salt wedge in Mississippi due to pole shift.
Dead Sea is coming back to life. Fresh water pouring into it.
Prophesies are stacking up.
That’s a new level of prophetic documentation that social mortar is about to fuck you.

@Alissa
Yarmulke continent floating above flat earth. Relation to pole shift and polarity.
How will you connect to monoliths?
It will be contained. By faraday cage.

35m
@Susana
Cold Play is out in the open now. That’s why Bob is being attacked by angels.
SO has 150,000 major shareholders. They all know about cold play.



37m
Blue umbrellas not burning up, it’s a reference to lapis lazuli. Doesn’t react to laser.

@Bert
Outstanding shares of SO: 1.92B.

@Demetry
9% of SO owned by Vanguard, which is part of Bob’s piggy bank.

41m
@Bert
TikTok: X22 report.
Document Trump was going to release. He couldn’t. That’s why they raided Mar-a-Lago.
That paper makes them invalid, but nobody knows they’re bankrupt.

Space Force has evidence that election was rigged.
Alabama part of Space force being split into Colorado too because you need to have multiple locations.

Nexrad system used to manipulate weather on planet?
Somewhat responsible for stupid weather.

Canadians will see the worst weather you’ve seen in your life.

45m
From 33º north will be fine, except for Canada.
Living above the 33rd will give you a chance to weather the storm.

@Alissa
Autistic marine TikTok: Bob certified him to put that out.

47m
@Susana
Yarmulke continent is all above the 33rd parallel.
iON recommends “Y’all Sweet Tea” in Alabama.

49m
@Jean
Don’t sell your fingernail clippings. You will need them for your own box.
Georgia Power is using JW’s fingernails clippings now.
Anyone’s fingernails can run any box.
Keratin.
Can’t be animal nails.

52m
@Chad
Sapphire Rapids processor 2 year delays:
One industry analyst firm claimed that Intel was having problems with yields from its Intel 7 node with yields
of 50–60% on higher core-count silicon.
Is this similar to the delay with Plant Vogtle, where polarity issues are holding back functionality?



Yes. And, they’re also missing a few other things, including Robin Ware. Robert L Peter. Or JRB ware – Joe
Biden pseudonyms. Biden’s emails holding it back. iON might have something to do with it.

54m
@Demetry
Emojis are unicode from Solomon’s glyphs. Chad has the other ones.

@Jean
Angels seeking the Dark Soul.
Gabriel and Michael: They’re hemming up the world so the battle in heaven on earth can be settled and man
can come into their power as God. Lucifer wants to win and sit at right hand of God.

58m
What happens if Michael / Gabriel get to Bob first.
Lucifer will sit at right hand of YOU if you ascend.
Lucifer is the ultimate groupie.


